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In this symposium we would like to discuss some of the experiences we have had
in installing and maintaining the System Training Program for the Aircraft Con-
trol and Warning Radar Net of the Air Defense Comnand. We believe that the hu-
man factors problems we have encountered in the five years since the training
program was first installed are representative of those to be found in all sim-
ilar systems.

Although all of the participants in this symposium have been involved primarily
with the research effort associated with the System Trainin Program, all of
us have had considerable experience in the field, "on the firing line" as it
were, applying the conceptual training model, conferring with military person-
nel, and adapting training aids and procedures to operations problems as they
arise. Each of the speakers Vill discuss a different aspect of the problem of
system training. I will describe the Air Control and Warning net, the AC&W
system of the Air Defense Command, and discusS the train requirements of
such a system. Dr. Rogers will discuss simlation technology and training in-
puts. Dr. Jordan will talk about knowledge of results and how it is utilized.
Dr. Jensen will discuss the military cultural enviroment and its implications
for training. Dr. Ford will indicate how the principles and techniques we have
learned may be applied to training man-machine systems of the future.

The AC&W system is a complex man-machine information processing system. Its
ultimate mission is to defend the United States against air attack. The goal
of the training program is to increase the proficiency ol the human components
of the system in accomplishing this mission.

For those of you who may not be familiar with the system, let me tell you
briefly how it works by describing a typical element, the Direction Center.
The Direction Center receives information in many forms. Although its primary
input is radar data, it also receives flight plan information, weather infor-
mation, and intelligence information. It uses this information to identify
all aircraft which appear in the air space for which it is responsible. Iden-
tification is usually accomplished by effifg the position, speed, direc-
tion, and altitude of an aircraft, obtained from radar data, with similar in-
formation obtained from flight plan data. If It is not possible to correlate
fligh plan and radar Information, an interceptor aircraft is scrmbled and
directed to the location of the unknown aircraft so that positive visual Iden-
tification may be made. In order to accomlish t air defense mssion it is

necsbary for a Direction Center to cooperate with adjacent stations by pass-
Ing relevant informtion back and forth and to keep the casmn personnel in-
found of its actions.

The early version of the AW net was called the Manual Air Defense System be-
cause all phases of its operations were carried on Primarily by hius. Be-
cause of the ever increasing density of air traffic over the continental United
States ad because of the developmnt of now weapons systems which reduce the
mount of available warning tim for defense, the ACW net has been automated.
The present air defense system, MO, has at Its core a high speed digital
computer. In the present syet the computer handles mst of the routine data
procssi funt s. mans monitor and assist the comuter and make the mre
importat decisions regarding threat eftluation and tactical action.
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The system which I have been describing to you is a large scale, complex, in-
formation processing, man-machine system. it is large scale and complex in
the sense that it has a task which has many dimensions. The task cannot be
performed by a single individual or by a single machine, but requires the co-
ordinated actions of many men and machines. The field within which the people
in the system operate is so large that no one of them or no group can have
access to or assimilate all the information which is available. In most cases
no individual can appreciate all the ramifications of any action he may take.
Consequently, there ust be fractionation of the decision-making processes and
soe ovr-all supervision and coordination of the decisions made.

The ccmodity with which the system deals is information. The system operates
by coding, storing, decoding, and reorganizIMg information for any different
purposes,- The essential pre-requisite for adequate system functioning is the
rapid, correct manipulation and transmission of information among the various
system ccmonents.

What are the training needs for a complex, man-machife, information processing
system such as this? The first requirement is to develop component skills of
individual operators. The Air Training Comand maintains schools in which
operators learn about air defense operating procedures, learn how the computer
works, and how to operate the various consoles and telphon" networks by which
they aoawncate with the computer and with each other.

A scond requirement Is a period of on-the-cjob training at a WE Direction
Center in which the trainee begins to apply what he has learned in school and
begins to operate as an integralat of his crew. A t requirements is
system trainin snd it is this latter requiremnt with which we are primarily
ecncerned here.

System training seeks to develop the s,ils by which Individual crew me-bers
work together moothly s an efficient teem-. It augents. individual coiponent
skills by developing such interactive skills as pacing, load balancing, error
checking, and information filtering. It provides the opportunity for system
personnel to practice together in dealing with realistic operational threat
situations.

The ccoputeri ed system nvironment introduces unique training preblqms to
those of us who have been concerned with the buman factors requirements of sysm
tems. Let me state briefly w2at some of these problem areas are. M speakers
vho follow vill discuss them in more detail.

4milug In s A system training exercise, most accomplish two purposes:
1irot,±tmit provide the crew with the opportunity to experience and practice

defending against various kinds of potential air threat situations; second, it
must i-mse load on tUe Information processing *a decis ion making operation
of the wistmm. The almalated air pictue is One of the prkMar stmulus seen.
es, In a syste training exrcise for acoamplishing those purposes

~~ jj Morle One of the main characteristsofteAEsyemi
thepo i-c2a. -Isolation of the operators. Alnost all interpersonal rela-
tioa mast be conucted 'bye telephon or i. the c ter. Addd to this Is
the fact that In order to perform adequately at the epeed required, it Is
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decessary to divide the various taks into small units.- These two factors com-
bine to prevent the individual operator from gaining an over-.all picture ofL how
the system operates and, more liuportaztlyp how the funitions he performs con-
tribute to the system mission. Consequently, it is difficult -for crew personnel
to maintain at a high level the motivation required to perform the complex oper-
ationg involved.

Another problem In the area. of motivation and morale involves the usurpation by
the computer of many of the functions which have previously, been considered the
particular province of the human. There 1. a general feeling amuong all system
personnel that they are not in to ich with the real -enviroznt and can only get
irtformation concerning this environment by means, of a complex gadget which they
do not completely understand and which, to some extent, they regard with some
degree Of fear. In addition to this, there; is the feeling of loss of control
over the environment. Most of the dAecisions they make Muast be implemented
through the computer which is set up to amplify, and -in scw cases Modify, the
results of these.-decisions.

~~~ of Sults- System trai~ningy, like all Other forums of training, re-
quireg-the provision of -adequate knowledge of results.j Tha' requirmnnts for
fed back information differ for various people in the system and for the team
as a Vhole. Since these requirements change as a function of the threat situ-
ation and the developing proficiency of the crew, the problem of providing ade-
quate knowledge of results resolves itself Into a problem of selecting approp-
riate information at the right ti. Too much information may be as bad asInowe at all. In providing knowledge of results, the trainer must detersm an-
Mrs to questions such as the following: low much Information should be pro-
vided? When should it be provided? Bow shol It be collected and displayed?
Nov should It relate to the needs of the trainees as these change over time?

Utlizeatio .2Z Qme of Rei~s In System Training Program exercises,
trainees are giV" le oraatioi at the slimlated air threat with which the
system, was faced wan a description of how the system performed in meeting the
threat. This Information Is provided to the cam for debriefing. In the de-
brietinC session the crew attempts to identify azeas of inefficient operation
and to produce solutions to the proiblem thus identified. These solutions,
which usually consist of modified operatingc oe~rs are then tried out ikn
a later exercise and may be adopted as comandevide standard operatina Pzooediare.

IlrO I See~j~ &V ~r-The System Training Program is not iindi-
gto proe 0- o personnel soaotion. These are handled in
accordance with Air Force policy. The system mast operate with the personnel4
with which It Is provided, and the training pa-z -_ st do the sewe. Nov.y
ever, of vital coen are the training problms Introduced by personnel turn-
over. One of the goals of trinn istSrdc eli tegatd, smoothly
ftoinig tern in which the individual team M.ews work well. together.
Constant turnove of personnel mitigates against this and reduces the efficiency
of the system as a whole. * " of the requirements of a system trining program
Is to develop techniques which will reduce the deleterious effects of pewnei1
turnover.

Z0ese, lrieflyp awe some of the system training problesm areas we have identi-
fied. Nov let me describe how a system training exerclie is conducted so that



you micht have a greater appreciation of how the training techniques which
the following speakers 17ill discuss fit in. All system training exercises
are conducted at field operational sites. The exercises ausually last abouttwo hours exclusive of the debriefin. Team personnel are exercised in their
operating positions using all the equient which they would normally use in
real operations. The threat situation is developed in consultation with AirForce operations and training officers and is psented to the crew by means
of noral operational input equipment. Although the inputs to the system slm1
ulate a real air Situation, it is difficult for system personmel to distl-
guish between the siulated and real inputs. Except for the fact that system
personnel know that the air situation is part of a trainin exercise, they
are required to perform exactly as they would in the case of a real air threat.
System training exercises have been designed for functional units of the WSAE
syste of various sizes from the single Direction Center to the entire nation-
wide network operating simultaneously.

During the exercise performance data are collected for the provision of know-led. of results. Since all of the Inputs are designed beforehand, the trainer
has conlete knowledge and control of the stimulus. After the exercise, crewper eMnel meet together for a debr'ieflng session In whlch the exercise is dis-
cussed.

4
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To the outsider, one of the Most I-resolve aspects of system training is the
extent to which the environment of the system has been simulated. We not Only
simulate a coordinated dynmic air picture, we also simulate information con-
cering this air picture from the Fedral Aviation Agency, idjacent military
units, higher headquarters, and intelligence source$. Furtherore, m imulate
air bases, fighters in the air, and even wether, at time. All in all, we
try to sim ute all sources of information Vhich might reasonably sffect the
perfomance of the unit being trained. Often o of the first Wuestions soed.
If:: "WW do you $lpulate? Vhy not Ue lie' i"nputs and 'll' aircraft?" Our
exprience has yielded the following anmrs:

1. The first reason for Siulation is in order to practice rare events. The
Air Defense Syste Training Program is intended to help the Air Defense
System prepare to defeat the airborne aspects of an attack on this country.
We hope this event will never occur. if it does occurthep y stem's per-
fiu nce will hae to be tertect the first time or it will be too late to
use the real event as a basis for training. Therefore, the only way the
syste a" practice is with a simulated air attack. Althoug9h this reason

may Mees unque to the befense system, it is fair to sa-Y that any system
Ma be rquired to hadle situations whic occur infreqently in real
experlesme. Ir siwlation, the system an pratice dei. ing with the rare
events amd thereby learn to handle them.

2. Another reason for siliation is its relatively low cost. in order to
train a systom It is necessary to repeat the situation to be learned may
times. If the task to be learned is launching a missile, each real launch-
ing usually costs one missile and repetitn for training can become exen-
sive. On the other head, although the cost of a missile simulator might
be several time as much as th assle, the simulator's cost can be
pro-rated over a large a9mber of simulated lanhings. thus, the over-
all cost of training by simulation can be considerbly less then training
with the "real thing." In NT? we use film, magnetic taesaid scripts
in place of live aircraft. We are, therefore, able to repeat the sam
slaualted attack as often s desired for training purposes at for less
than the cost of dqplating the training by reel aircraft.

3. A third reason for simulation Is the fact Oat the inut to the system
being trained can be controlled by the traing specialist. gs can vary
a simulated, Input from exercise to exercise according to bis traiming
strate. 14 order far learning to occur, a problem situation met be

frea"td. te orew being trained vat find Itself unable to perform as
well s it desires in am situation. For exile, the air sove ila
section of so air defense unit on be forced to- perform In suh a situation
by simply increasing the mount of pnetrating air traffic. 1t is re-
la y eas to produce msh heavy tra load In MP exercises wmea
variable can hardly be controlled at all In real life.

-Ti pr1iaiple of controlling the input to produce a learning situation
can be extended with siulation techniques to parts of the systm not In
contact with the outside world. Tas selective training can be provided
for s obsystem shle they we operetn context o t a stem.
Ow emie of this In the Air Defense System would be training exercises
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designed to emphasize training of the Identif cation Section. This sec-
tion han the task of correctly associating tracks representing aircraft
in the air and air movements data whih arethe intended flight paths pro-
vided by the aircraft operators. To place the Ideatification Section In
a problem situation, the training specialist must increase the number of
tracks to be correlated and increame the nxmber of items of air movements
data. This can be accomplished in STP by simply providing the Air S ur-
Veielance Section with scripts so that it can process perfectly an STP
exercise with a lot of penetrating traffic. Since penetrating traffic
ust be correlated with air movements data, the Identification Section

is now faced with a task as hard as it can ever be expected to perform.
it the section cannot L=m ediately adjust to the load it now has reason
for learning and an opportunity to observe its progress independently from
that of the Air Sumveillance Section. As you cab tell from the amount of
tim I have spent on this point, control of the input is perhaps the most
imortant reason for simlation In a training program.

4. Another reason for simlation is that when simulation techniques are used,
a very precise knowledge of the input to the system is. available to the
training specialist. This precise knowledge of the input is fundamental
to his ability to provide accurate knowledge of results. The importance
of accurate knowledge of results will be discussed by anoter speaker.

Given these purposes for similting, the next question is: "How realistic
must this slmulation be?" In our experience we have provided simulated inputs
vhich have ranged from extremely crude scripts to a Very precise duplication
of the real thing. Prior to our experience with the Air Defense System, the
answer was: "Simulation should be adequate for training." This answer gener-
ated the following corollary: "The more realistic, the more adequate." This
particular point of view seems to be characteristic of the trainees and their
supervisors during the esrly stages of crew development where amy slight dev-
iatlon from realism will be used as an excuse for avoiding real problems and
real Issues which the crew must solve before it can develop. On the other
hand, our training specialists in the field have ocme to the position that
each case of simalation must be considered on its own merits and in relation to

ht its t-a g objectives are. Therefore, t equestion mlt be restated as:
"w is tkhis proposed method of simulation going to help train whom to do what?"It has been or experience in the laboratory that this latter approach is cor-
ret A the corollary mentioned above is not necessarily so.* A general re
of t we have used is, "The simulation should be reallstic enough so that
the people. involved i the system being trained we required to pezfom similar
fuanotion s !ilar responses, and undergo mutual interactions similar to those
required 3- real operations." Like all rules, this one has its exceptions,
particularly where more realim is required for mtivation or evaluation. The
+exact ,4e'e of realism still remains a professional Judont. In other words,
"realism is not the aswer, or really even the uestion. The problem is,
"What Is best to accoalish the needed trainig" This problei scan best be
solved by the vise judet of an experienced professional training specialist.

Several general ylciples regring simulation have arisn from o experience.
Aogthese are:

1. Before undertakin g to provide simulation adequate for training, It is nec-
essA7 to acquire a thorough knowledge of the system to be trained. We



must know who does what before we cani decide which simulation method is

not posstble, its plans mist be intensively analyzed, their consequences
pre 'dicted as far as possible, and, .if t1ft is available, a, "breadboa~rd"
mock-up Of the system should be buij~.t and placed in operation, in a labor-
atory before the final simulation method, materials, etc.) are produced.

2. A, accurate knowledge of the events being simulate&. is fundaftntal to any
written or pictorial materials describing these events. In system train-
ing, we have tound it desirable to p;-ovido, the personnel responsible for
collecting data for knowledge: of results vith charts showing the "trueO"
air picture every five mlnu1Ie4. This precise knowledge of the Input is
Uesigped to help these people, deten.e what, if anything, -is going wrong

at il~r~±vn tm. nacuraie-_;r such printed descriptions create er-
roneous knowledge of results. These errors are used by the trainees to
avwid beinS trxined . ust as lack of realimt is used, iA early stages of
crew. daoi .nt

3.When agenicies interacting vwith the syste% by ina.aiof .people are being sim-
u21*d, the. people ait be sualateA accuratel:y. In our' case, interceptor
pilots, Air Route Traffic Control Centeor personnel, airr base personnel,
etc.,t mast -be accuzrately.,simal te because person-to-person interaction,
esnpecjpally the kind, of task oriented pacing that takes place over telephone
andor radio comnications, is always critical to the performance of the.
memer of the. system being trained. ,Ijupropor simulation Of these kinds Of

ii ctiwxu. can lead ;to avol~dance of trainizng.btmr- ~ otnli
an Iead to haruful effects such as the use of Improper radio-telephone
pro cedure, habitual failur to request important ini'ozat ion because the
simulptor volunteers it, and failure, to check infozmAtion because the slim-
ulator Is alwals corret Finally, Improper simulation pf personal Inter-
actions can most readily lead to a poor attitude .tpvard tueaining-such as,

sBo what, it's only A am.

40 the oterhadit is possible to carry accurate simulation too far.
In' our case, it was found rather easy to develop sn elaborate table of kill
pwoabi~ities.. Those probblte oild be -d o take account of all
sorts of possible events in the cooduct of an intercept after the pilot
M4d been insatructed to splash the hostile target. The resulting simula-
tion tables could be calculated to three decimal points. It is obvio us
that this,- degree of accuracy, is quite Irrelevat if, In the course of a
training mission, an7 one I.ntercept director has loe than ten intercepts
to be eval3Iated,. Inh other words, by virtue of other aspects of the train-
*n, progra) the three decimal places and a good deal of the rest of the

sophistication of the kill probability tables was wasted since It did not
AMie.eaW differe~ice. to anyone. being trained. InT fat, -since it so often

zvsulted in an Intercept director being told that an otherwise perfect in-
tereept failed due to the kill probability, the resutig decline in mo-
tivation has challenged the whole notion -of a kill probability table.
Professional Judmnt has yielded a simplified slimulation where the con-
duct of the Intercept is evaluated up to the firing pass ad a few mobers
vritten on another aid are used as a crude kill probability table to ac-
count for the final outcme. Thus, the rest of the system has a realistic
outc=* fed be*k Into it and the intercept directors& are not penalized for
events beyond their control.
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5. Flexibility is another key principle of simulation, if simulation is to con-
tribute appropriately to a training program. Just as training needs will
vary from dAy to day) crew to crew, subsystem to subsystem, the simulation
techniques mast be permitted to co-vary or they will fail to achieve their
goal of training. This approach leads to a proposition which is true in
general, but, of course, has some exceptions, to wit: "f the simulatiom
task is repetitious and requires precision, try to get a machine to do it;
In all other cases a person is preferable because his procedures can be
changed overnight." A strict appication of this principle will often lea4d
to the apparently absurd situation where there are more people on the simu-
lotion team than on the operations unit being trained. This anomaly, however,
appears to be one of those "facts of life" which might as well be accepted.
We have found that premature automation of simulatiou in an attemt to reduce
the number of simulation personnel has been one of the prime sources of
difficulty in our training program.

in emryo let me state the principle facts we have learned concerning the contri-
bution of simlation techniques to a tavAning program;

1. Simulation is needed in order to provide a system with practice in handling
events which occur Infrequently during operations.

2. It is relatively inexpensive because its initial cost can be pro-rated over
a Waber of repetitions.

3. Most imortant of all, simulation provides the training specialist with
cotrol of the Input to the system so that he can easily imlement a training
strategy of his choosing.

i. The question of realism is really irrelevant. The proper criterion of
imulaotion t a professional Judgment of how effectively it enables a

training goal to be achieved by a specific system, subsystem, or comonent.
5. Before any simulation is attemted it Is necssary to thorou y te

system to be trained.

6. Inaccurate $ml ation aids, materiele, and techniques usually defeat the
purpose of training by providing the crew with an excuse for avoiding its
own problem.

7. Tog sophstteated siuation can distract a crew from facin rel issues.
Insted they my spend their time questioning the facts updrlying the
simAation. Prof essional Judgent to required to set the proper level of

soapeletiastion for training purposes.

8 Ins , simulation mast be flexible if It Is to contribute to a training
program.
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As you must have noticed, we have developed a private language for talking about
this program. Three words that we use quite frequently are: TORing, feedback,
and debriefing. These are names we have given to training techniques which play
a central role in the program. The techniques will be explained, described, and
then discussed briefly.

TOR, T, 0, R, - is an abbreviation for 'Training Operations Report." This phase
denotes the specific information gathered by observers on the crew's performance
during the training exercise.

Wy gather such information?

Knowledge of results or, to phrase it mre accurately, knowledge of the discrepancy
between what was actually accomplished and what should have been accomplished, is,
in the opinion of most training experts, a necessary condition for effective training.
Most training programs are so set up that such knowledge is fed back to the trainee
as soon as possible. Production line operators need similair information in order
to be able to evaluate their performance rationally to know how to improve upon it.
Unfortunately, in complex man-machine systems, the operator often finds it difficult,
if not impossible, to get accurate objective knowledge on the results of his perform-
ance. In addition, with the exception of major breakdowns or serious errors which
stand out for all to see, knowledge of the total system performance is also at best
quite global and non-specific. Hence, information which can berve as the basis
upon which the crew can rationally decide what steps it should take to improve
its performance is generally lacking or inadequate. The TOR attempts to supply$ the necessary information.

How do we TOR, and what is TORed?

This varies with the system. As you already know, we have had experience in
training two types of systems: The manual air defense system and SAGE. The
former, the manual system, is the familiar radar site which is manned by small
crews of twelve to fifteen persona who, function in close interaction. The latter,
the SAGE system, is radically different. it is highly cWuterized and automa-
tized and is manned by crews of up to 100 persons. In addition, since the SAGE
crew Is located in several lage rooms, much of the interaction between the
mmer is mediated by the computer and/or telephones. The,efore, although the
basic principles underlying TU.zIg are the same for both these sytems, we havefound .t necessary to introduce mo c in hen we be t r
the SAE srstem.

Here too., as in almost every other aspect of the training program, experience
homared home a simple basic fact. No matter how correct training principles
and the training design generated by them are, they cannot be applied simply to
a specific situation. A gay will always exist between the principles and prac-
tice. It is the job of the professionals in the field who implement the program
to fill this gap. in other words, the professional in the field does not passively

plement the training progr m but creatively applies it to fit the specific condi-
tions of the crews to be trained in light of the problem cofrontng them. He is
conti sy called upon to mike judpients based upon his professional skills in

aysis and prognosis. This point My seem obvious and you may wonder why mention
it at all, let alone stress it. Nevertheless it is quite suprii to find that
all too fre~uently, this phase of "application" is overlooked either completely
or in part.
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Tp return to how we TORed. TORing is rather simple in the manual system. The
TOR team which collects information on the crew's performance consists of two
or throe persons, generally an experienced non-comissioned officer with one or
more airmen who are not necessarily experienced. They sit in full view of the
plotting board which serves as the central memory for the system. By observing
it the TOR team can see how the crew processed each inputted flight and when
each step took place. In addition, the TOR team has Special aids showing the
flight paths of the planned critical flights that the site has to process in
a known manner to achieve an efficient air defense. At the end of the exercise
the TOR team has a record of how the crew processed the critical flights and
relates this processing to the actual simulated input.

In ME a major difference in TORing is the fact that information gathering on
crew performance is automatized, i.e., the computer maintains a record of the
crew actions which it can print out at the end of the exercise. This information
is detailed and quite long since., commensurate with the increased size of the
crew and increased efficiency of the processing system, the. number of critical
flights processed by the SAGE sector is quite large. The information available
from the print-outs is consequently much too detailed for immediate feedback to
the crew. Too much information feedback gives Indigestion.

The TOR team for SAGE comprises senior experienced personnel who are recognized
,by all as being experts in the system.. Their job is two-fold. During the
-exercise they sit among the crew and act us trouble shooters, noting down that
which they consider imortant to feed back to the crew. After the exercise they
can also examine the printouts and cull from them objective information which
they consider important. The information that is gathered and selected by the
TOR. tea is presented to the crew.

Because of lack of time it is impossible to go into details on the difficulties
which we ran into in setting up the SAGE program despite our explicit planning
to anticipate the new environment. Suffice it to say that: (a) The original
plannina left something to be desired, and (b) because both the training per-
somen! an the crew came to SAE from the manual system, they carried over with

ithem numerous habitual ways of doing things that were inappropriate to SAGE.
Wejad q"u te a lot of trouble at the outset. This is being ironed out with
eperience.

Feedback, as we use it, refers to the technique whereby knowledge of results
is .imparted to the crew. One principle underlies feedbac -- it has to be an
objective account of factual performance and, by ImpUcat n, it must be accu-
rate. According to this view, the feedback of iaccurate informtion is worse
than no foxial presentation of knowledge of results. The nature of the Infor-
mati-n fed-.bak does much to determine whether the subsequent debriefing will
be a good cne, that is, w-il be tak and problem solving oriented, or will be
a Setting wh re a lot of steam is let off to no consequence.
W this Stress on "objectivity" ad "fatuality?

in our cUture one person's tellIn another that he Is performing poorly is
often perceived a personal criticism. This evokes defensve beAhavior whch

hinders the Individuals concerned. from facing reaity and generates instead a
quest for s goa4s, rationalizations, and often counter Wat .t . On the
other h , our culture has a very healthy respect for facts with which one



i5 tot supposed to argue. if the crew is convinced that they are confronted
with facts) it become diff icult for them to avoid facing the issue and it
becme eolor for the. debriefing leader to counter!-act defensive behavior
which is eopt to occur.

Formal organized TORing and feedback are but steps that lead to debriefing.
In fact, under certain conditions they are not necoeary. since crews can them-
silves present the necessary information. The debrieflpg is the setting and!
the vehicle wherein and whereby the most effective crew training takes place.
As suqp, debriefing could be a subject for a. Symposium as long as this. One in
Its own right. Within the limitations of the present symposium, the most I can
hope for -is to present a bare skeleton outline of what Should be richly dis-
cussed in itself.

A "good debriefing was just characterited as being teakad problem solving
oriented. In the discussion, the individual crew madbors should not be evalu-
ateti, but system performance and crew procedures should., Proposed procedures
aim*4 at, imroving system performance should not be 1i~osed by fiaet of even a
large majority. The debriefing leader should see to it that all individuals
affected by a.given problem should have their say in discussing it. The solu-
tion to be reached Should be one t+a al---le ae~to try out.

Debriefing is rather simpl.e in the manual s ystem. Imeftately after the exercise,.
the crew meSets in a speciea room or area set aside for the purpose. The TOR is
presented to them in a, straightforward matner. Instances of poor performance
are identified and a discussion is developed to determine what caused the poor
performance and what steps can be taken to see that it doesii't happen again.
The crew mebers are also encouraged to rise M ditiowel problem concerning
the s~atem operations which they want discussed. One member of the crew keeps

a debrief Ing. log " in which all the problems discussed and the deal alone taken
conowning-them are recorded. At the end of the meeting the log is read beck
to the. crew.
We have met with many- difiute in ilamenting debri ngs in the MAE
syetm. and at present,. we are still struggling with the matter Some of the
man -camso$ .. or this are: the large size of the S"O caem helcoaeuate

derifi-sace; -the colexity of SAGS performance which mokes It difficult to
give 41ow444g of. results that is relevant to all the crew mebejs and a zaked
decrea i t,4e inter dapendqnce of the crew members because of the computer 's
mediation of much of their Interaction. These difficulties seem to be technical

nd Oawe not led us to doubt the basic utility of Asbriefirng as a twain4ng tech-
niqu&e., However, we. now know that debriefina is =4c more difficult to apply to
80 IMEn-machn system than to others, espeaially when these system are

dealiedwithout trening consIderaion being taken Into account..

%Ue PrPOMff of a program with "good" debriefing@areMay. Belaw ama list of
six at the nore obvious ones:

1. The ftuallty of the solutions found to Problem confronting the crew Is superior.

In these matters, awe brains representing a greater area of collective experi-
ence, is better than loe brains. The fact that all those who will be affected
by the proposed solution are given a chance to have their say concernin it,,
at least guarantees that It will not contain the usual number of "bugs" that
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stem from unique contingent conditions which experts have no way of knowing.
For instance, the absence of a prescribed communication channel cannot be
known by the expert but is certainly known by the operator who mans the
position. He will, therefore, see to it that no proposed solution is based
On this non-existing telephone channel.

2. The QUiy of solution l mtion s serior. This for two reasons.
Men understand a procedure far better-f tey discuss and Anayze it than
when it is handed to them in a written memorandum no matter how precisely
phrased. What men understand better they cA iplement better. in addition,
men are more highly motivated to implement a procedure which was formulated
with their active participation.

3. 0retification of__ problem before the- becom crtical. This
occur-s both overtly and covertly. Because of the atmosphere in a "good"
debriefing, men often raise problems which in more formal circumstances
they would hesitate to mention. And this, in turn, can play the role of
the stitch in time which saves nine. In addition, the debriefing often
has, willy-nilly, a "therapeutic effect". The mere fact of discussing
operational problems with other crew members also tends to use a clinical
term, to "work through" problems in interpersonal relations that exist
among the crew members before overt conflicts develop. And, last but not
least, a procedural solution reached by discussion will frequently include
in a sort of piggy-back manner, solutions to various other minor problems
that are irritating the crew.

4. A series of ,r ings is an xcellent educative setting where the crow
me W e o a l-otabout the system in genera. Indsusons

which pertain- to propoal JUS-tific ationof system operating procedures
a lot of information concerning the overall nature of the system is elicited.
Since the crew members are involved in the discussion, they tend to remember
the information. Increased knowledge of a system by the operators of a
system Is always a worthwhile thing.

5. eoverall morale of the crew s. A group of mon who succesosf 1y
V0ek' togethj a vepromem -oger get to know each other relatively
intimately. This results in a development of an asprit d orp, an increase
In group cohesiveness. it follows that the overall morale will rise. Con-
oitant with this development, there is an Increasing ccatibllity of
ndividual crew mmber goals =d the system goals, that is, the product
that the system was designed to process bee-s in t ant, per se, to the

crev both as a group and as individuals.

6. And finall, there emerge: A trained efeent problem sl I
jM~ dt 2M with, jN20 t
homo _ Mi ng, and ibefrifIs" been a resat of our eperience
in Uilemet.g the System TrOaig Program and in experimentatlon both in
a laboratory and under field conditions.
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Preceding papers have indicated the nature of the System Training Program (STP),
problems relative to simulation, and some of the major concepts related to the
use of knowledge of results in debriefings. The present paper will discuss
three of the major problems arising from the conduct of a program of this nature
in the military. The system training program was designed to be operated W
personnel of the Air Defense Command After orientation by the staff at SM.
Originally the SDC representative at each military headquarters advised the
Commander and performed a liaison function. At present the field training team
is much more active in the conduct of the STP.

Some of the problems we found are unique to STP while others will be found
wherever there are conditions similar to those with which we work. Major
problem areas which might be mentioned include those due to (1) introducing
new procedures into a culture, (2) utilizing military personnel as training
personnel, and (3) aspects of the military culture antagonistic to new training
procedures. I will present these in that order.

As an exaiple of problems arising from introducing new training procedures
which conflict with goals and activities already present, let us discuss the
debriefing aspect of the system training program. The debriefing, as we know
it, with an entire crew participating in group problem solving, is foreign to
military culture in many respects. Many, particularly the lover echelon officers

who became the debriefing leaders, perceived the debriefing situation as an abro-
gation of responsibility--a situation in which the responsible officer relinquished
his leadership function to persons of lower rank. STP does NOT ask the responsible
officer to step aside only to utilize resources of the entire crew. However, this
erroneous perception created special problems for the training personnel.

In a=tion, officers willing to take the special kind of leadership role often
could not do so because of personal considerations or other demands upon their
time which led to conflict of interest. In order to institute the most effective
debrief in, the part of STP most at variance with the millt=7 culture, it was
necessary that certain aspects of the military culture become altered.

Frequently institutions attet to force a change by the issuance of directives.
While regulations and directives are necessary to describe changes and to estab-
lish pedusion to adopt new procedures, they are not sufficient. Even when the
directed person is willing, cc !iance to a re 1ation may be Is osible if
other conditions are not conducive to the changes. As Lewin hs indicated, one
cannot change one aspect of a culture without bringing about concurrent changes
in related aspects.

We find that adoption of debriefing proceeds 'est when two generea conditions
exist:

1. First, visible evidence of comansd support mst promote good STP. Whenever
the Conanding Officer desires sonethbig, military personnel attuest to
cculy. This is the place for directives i dicating what should be accom-
plished. But beyond this we need other evidence of support. Active and
continuing interest in the program seem to be accotWamied by interest and
activity by operating personnel.
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2. Second, the organization of station activities must permit compliance.
This, in a sense, requires a modification of the culture of the organi-
zation. Often debriefings are degraded by other activities which compete
for time. For instance, a schedule of exercises near the end of a shift
causes conflict between cleanup duties or chow time on the one hand and
debriefings on the other. Other tasks interfere with STP; for example, a
coincident live mission may cause cancellation of ail or part of the train-
ing mission--most often the debriefing suffers as it is under the control
of the local officer, particularly the debriefing leader who determines
its length and its content.

The point i wish to make here is that when personnel perceive a specific aspect
of a program or the entire special program such as STP as in conflict with the
culture or with the on-going activities, the program usually is degraded. We
find some of the best debriefing practices at installations where the training
person finds a commander who is receptive to this aspect of the program.
Activities are modified to support it. In these places debriefings are held
in spaces especially set aside for them with plenty of time allowed free of
operational duties.

Another aspect c promoting desired debriefing behavior is, of course, the
training of the leader. This training must deal with his attitudes, his percep-
tions of the program, and his skill. He must come to see that the debriefing is
a tool for fulfilling his responsibilities to improve performance of his crew.
Once he sees the task in this way, becomes convinced of ccmand support, and has
time to do a good Job, the training task becomes much more simple.

The second problem area relates to utilizing military personnel as trainers.
By way of introduction I will discuss the adequacy of SOP's as means of regu-
lating performance. Throughout the nilitary, Standard Operating Procedures
are formulated for the purpose of implementing directives. These SOP'a attempt
to prescribe the ways to process information or to execute other tasks. We
find that different procedures often become effected whenever the Standard
Operating Procedure is not adequate for local implementation, when the local
personnel are unable or unwilling to execute them, or when the SOP is not under-
stood. When the SOP is worded explicitly and stated in terms of actual oper-
ations, less formulation of special local procedures occurs. For examle,
individuals adjust to overload in a variety of ways such as combining categories,filtering, and reassigning priorities to tasks. Unless the perumisile aust-
ments are made known and the contingent conditio for their impementation are
specified, each person will filter or combine on the basis of his o perception
of the task. People also take short-outs in task performance; unless these are
known to others, system performance mty break down because each one is, in
effect, working by his own rules. As indicated in an eariler paper, debriefings
provide an opportunity for these local procedures to be formulated and for an
exchange of Information about personal operatIng proedures. In spite of this
opportunity, we find conflicts resulting from unexpected behavior, omissions,
or non-congruence between behaviors of different persons.

The preceding paragraph has iplcations for the conduct of a training program
As Dr. Rogers mentioned, in STP some of the simulation is effected through auto-
mation but men do much of it. Furthermore, in SP the training personnel pro-
cess input and performance data. Thus, in addition to the system bein trained
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(called the operating system), we have the system doing the training (called
the training system). The some problems of obtaining confer ee to regulations
founA in the operating system are present in the training system.

The SOP's of the training system must be at least as detailed and as carefully
formulated as those for the operating system. True, some areas of training
require flexibility and simu&ltor response to the developing situation. However,
other tasks cannot permit this. When machines make the routine Inputs, the prob-
lam of exactness lies in computer programing. But when people must handle the
inputs or data collection, unique personal operating procedures cannot be allowed
except in very minor matters which don't make any difference in the timing or the
nature of the input.

In short, when a training program is being planned, every bit as much attention
should be given to the procedures of the personnel in the training system As to
the procedures of the operating system, or to the Mechanice of simulation.
Essetia aspects of this part of the program include specification of desired
inputs, determination of allowable deviations, fomulation of training SOP's,
training of the training crew, and monitoring of its work.

The third problem arises from the fact that certain aspects of the Military
culture are antagonistic to the training program, be it STP or some other.
One of the prime sources of difficulty lies in the turnover of personnel in
the services. In some radar cre" 50 per cent of the members wil have been
replaced within a year. We probably should consider a crew, not as a team of
specific men working together in a co-ordinated fashion, but as an organization
with a slowly changing culture of its own.

When turnover occurs the new man does not know those unique procedures of the
crew to which he is assigned. The replacement may be just out of basic training
and thus relatively naive, or he may have transferred from another station bring-
Ing with him a culture somewhat alien to that which he now contacts. in either
case, each transfer requires a period of orientation and initiation.

When a number of crewmen work together for a time a great deal of 'social
leanin" occurs. As a result, a stable crew may have les need for formal
OP's than a newly formed crew or one which sufers freq ant insult to its

Integrity. The crewmen learn each other's idIoeneyracies ,an can aqoc Ute
or coeneate. In a nvber of field and laboratory situationswo have noticed
a progression in crew development from concern with one's ova procedures through
an interest in unaderstandin other men's actions# to trying o o the others'

procedures and then to the point vhere the men help each other by sharing the
load. Presumably with constant turnover, the higher levels of pOe foae would
not be attained.

We ha noticed that operating crews in the field seldm exceeded a certain leve!
of performance, regardless of the length of the training period. On the other
hand, when men were assigned to our si lation laboratory which duplicated a
rada r station, they learned to work a& a crew ad functioned at fairly high
levels of performance after only a few weeks of training. We believed that one
cause of the disparity lies in the differences in turnover. Consequently, a
series of laboratory studies, ut-lizrng an analogous task, was instituted to
e ne this hypothesis, and to expre the factors contributing to the phenome-
non while tryin out tran procedures which ght counteract the effects of

turnover should they be identified.



fIn the first experiment, members of a crew trained together so that all members
possessed equal experience. Persons experienced on another crew then system-
atically replaced original crew mebers. The performance imrovemnt curve
flattened out when compared to the performane of a crew not turned over.

n a second experiment, crews composed of members with a range of exerience
were replaced by green or untrained people. n this case we found a decrement
in, performance.

Further analysis of the data with respect to the system employed pinpointed
acme of the causes. "Greenness' or inexperience per a. was confounded with
position on the crew. in this system some pairs -Z '- worked face to face
and communication between them was limited; these men did not pace one another.
Men in another group of positions comunicated over the telephone and in each
pair one person paced the other by passing information. The bulk of the dei-
grading effect of turnover was observed in those cases in vhich conication
was by telephone, with one person pacing the other.

Other effects were observed with increase in the proportion of men replaced.
In the debriefings, evidence of group cohesiveness was seen. Apparently
introduction of only one man to this crew of seven did not affect the cohesion.
But when three or more members of the crew were replaced, cohesiveness seemed
to deteriorate and sub-groupings occurred- there seemed to be a breakdown into
new versus old men with respect to advocacy of procedures.

Several suggestions for dealing with this matter of turnover come to mind. The
most obvious would be reduction of turnover. One method might be the organi-
zation of crews of men who entered training at the same time, trained together,
and transferred or discharged as a group. This has been attemted in same of
the services, I understand.

A commander could minimize transfer among crews on his station-i.t might be
better for a crew to be shorthanded than to get a temporary replacement from
another crew. When replacements are necessary they might be assigned at first

to jobs having less effect upon the work of others.
Desgng tra~ programs specifically to counteract the effects of turnover

also seems to be a rather obvious solution. Frequently we have seen the effec-
tiveness of ST in bringing "green" men up to levels of performance which permit
them to function well as crew members. One trainin procedure tried in the
turnover experiments mentioned above consisted of supplying positional problem-
oriented feedback. That is, in addition to giving data regarding total perform-
ance to the crew, the new man was supplied with informatio relative to the
difficulties he appeared to be having. This change in feedback procedures led
to marked improvwnt.

i have discussed three problems of conducting system tr nizut in a military
culture. I submit that they will be with us for some tUme. On the other hand,
I believe that these difficulties need not necessarily weaken a training program.
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Let me first review the model of the system training program to see what are its
probable strengths and weaknesses. This model was developed for a manual data
Processing system. Next, let me review some of the lessons we have learned in
its initial application to a semi-autcmated data processing system, namely,
SAGE. Then, I will discuss some of the problems which confront humans in the
SAWE environment. Finally, I will suggest a strategy for developing training
for the problems of future systems.

You will recall that the STP model consists of basically four parts. First,
there is the simlation of inputs and portionq of the environment. Second,
there is the system operation in the context 6f the simulated inputs. Third,
performance results relating to the effectiveness of the system and certain
other specific kinds of performance are reported to personnel in the system.
Finally, there is the debriefing where several or all persons in the system
meet to discuss the results, identify problems, and devise solutions.

What are the strengths and weaknesses of the mOdel? First, let us examine
three of its major assuptions. The first assumtioa is that Many mor train-
Ing problems exist in and therefore should be remedied in a system context. This
has at least two advantages. First, to the extent that the behavioral inter-
actions are a part of the training problem it is important to devise solutions
which take these interactions into account. This might be referred to as train-
ing in a system context. Second, it can be shown that changes in operational
procedures or equipment in one part of a system often require changes in other
parts of the system. This is conceptually similar to the concept of change
discussed earlier by Dr. Jensen. The obvious disadvantaes are that to crank
up a system or a portion of a system is both very expensive and runs the risk
of loss of control of the training situation.

A second assetion in this model is that the information reported in the feed-
back emphasizes task relevant behaviors. nEe, problems of motivation and
Individual needs, vhich are i ortant in wan-m hine systsms, arise indirectly
in this kind of a training context.

A third sasuption is that this is a problem solving model and more specifically
a group problem solving model. Iolicit in this is an engais on the responsi-
bility of individuals in a group to recognize problems and to contribute to the
solution of these pro!ems This is an advantage to the extent, tUt it insures
the problem which are identified are the actual problems which the mers of
the "stem have encountered. Also, where there is a necessity for Individual
c tment to action, a group problem solving model seems to have saw s .peri-
ority in this respect. An obvious disadvantage is that It mey r= contrary to
the m of the culture In whch the system Is set, SpeoificalUy the norms
of a culture ma be such that an indvidual does not aft or reoeise problems
or that he does not take the responsibility for these pmoblems but rather waits
for word from a higher level.

One way to test the generality of a troin model Is to evaluate its effectivea-
ness in the setting of a smwhat different type of data processing system. We
ae beginning to accuanste some experience in this respect as we evaluate the
application of this model or variations of It In the SW system. YOU may recall
that the L4B system is a semi-automatic ground environment system vMch has as
its center a high-speed digital couter. Operators am extract a, makedecisions, and instruct the cnuter via manual interventons by mesa of
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associated consoles during the real time operation of data processing steps. it
is reasonable to assume that the SAGE system is similar in many respects to future
high speed data processing systems. While it is still too early for any very
thorough going evaluation of either this training model as applied to SAGE or of
the full range of training problems encountered by c -ew in a E operation, I

believe we have enough eerience to make a few preliminary statements along
this line.

First, it is now recognized as highly desirable to allow a shake-down period for
the equipment, computer programs, and the various operationa procedura which
are required to rum a system as coilex as SE. I think this is analogous! to
the debugging or deghosting phase which applies to any comlicated piece of
equipment in its early research eand development staes. The initiation of
training programs with the expectation of solid training outcomes during this
shake.down period is probably "unrealistic. This is not to say that certain
training or simulation procedures cannot be used as part of the shakedovn. In
fact, the system training simulation program has teen used as a major shakedown
vehicle. Amy system which undergoes changes can benefit from such a simulated
shakedown vehicle.

Second, when the system training odel is carried forward into a semi-automatic
data processing system, the scope and complexity of the training problems become
very large. The problems of training the training system become intens"ified.
The number of persons required as simulators and observers increases greatly.
The comuter progrming effort for the development of data retrieval and
analysis programs for training purposes becomes a major activity. With this
comes the long lead times required for programming and equipment modification
to support the training program.

This leads directly into a third observation--namely, that there develops a
rigidity and complexity in the automatic storage and data processing component
of the training system. Training problems change as system proficiency chaNs.
There is a problem of providing enough adaptability or flexibility in the train-
ing program to Provide the kinds of training which are needed at a particular
time or point in the development of a system. We we only now beginning to
learn how to put this kind of adaptability into a complex training program, and
it is not at al clear yet that enough capability for change or adaptability can
be built into a sei-automwted training program to justify the resources and time
required to develop this.

And a final observation is that it looks as though there is a hierarch of
imortance of training problems in a data processing system and that this
hIerarchy changes as proficiency of the crew increases. From actual observa-
tion, both in the manual and SAGE systems, a change in hierarchy of trainin
problems like this seems to occur. This is a chapge frce problem of workin
with equipment in one's own position to problem of procedures and co-ordination
a various parts of a system.

Now, so far I have tried to contrast or compare some of the characteristics of
a system training model with the problems of making it work and with the kinds of
training problem it woud meet in a somi-autqnated data processing system. We
are beginning to accummlate some observational data which is derived from a
sligtly different point of view with respect to problems of huans in system.
Ti is based upon actual experience in operating in most of the positions in a
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SAE Direction Center and in intensive operation of a particular position in the
weapons section in a system context. Based upon this, we have identified six
problem areas faced by humans in this kind of a data processing System. These
areas are: (1) individual positional skills; (2) Behavioral interactions with
Other humans in the system; (3) Awareness of effects of actions on efficiency
of system; (4) Motivation for task or goals of the system; (5) Coqlex decision
making in an automated data processing environment; and (6) isolation and social
motivation.

I IdVidual positional skills refer generally to the skills required to comunicate
with the computer. These skills Include those necessary to extract and interpret
information and those required to insert Into the computer instructions or actions
which the operator decides are appropriate in his data processing task. Typically,
a coeputer data processing system reads out, prints out, or displays information
to operators in coded or syzbol form, hence the operator must learn to interpret
the codes or symbols very rapidly. There is a further problem in some systems
of many classes of information with the possibility of ambiguity, crowding,
overprinting, etc. This is particularly true if information is displayed on a
situation or geographic type display. Usually, instructions are inserted manually
into the conuter by means of sequences of steps or switch actions. These must
be learned, and there is considerable motor Skill in performing them correctly
both in sequency and timing with respect to cuputer cycling or frame time.
These skills might be thought of conceptually as the basic skills of a particular
position, because without them the operator is unable to ciniate with the
couter, which is the central locus of data processing in such a system.

Behvioral interactions with other humans in the system can ramify into a great
many types of problems. However, I will confine myself to the verbal co muications
which are elicited or required by operators as they perform their data processing
task. One aspect of this problem is the sheer number of comwncations which can
converge upon certain positions In a data processing system. In fact certain key
positions in a system can become so overloaded -m-ication wise that it is
iaossible for one Individual to respond physically to all of the comunication
atteqts. In certain of these positions the operator Is provided with an assist-
ant, referred to as a technician, whose responsibilities are to assist in some
of the data extraction and manual action insertions to the coquter and to assist
in handling the ccication load both to and from the position. It turns out
that this is a mixed blessing, because a new set of comunication problems develop,
namely, the meshing of cocunications between the two operators. It has been
observed that with inappropriate signals and Inappropriate timing each can inter-
fare with the work of the other while atteating to make legitimate communications
to that person. X have seen a substantial eamount of positional degradation intro-
duced because these two operators would comunicate with each other at times that
interfered with some other task, or information wauld be passed to the other with
the amsuition that he had received it when in fact he was preoccupied with another
task and did not receive the information.

Awreness of effects of actions on the efficiency of the system might be regarded
as the key objective of system training. To Illustrate, I will give here only
one exasle which could be multiplied many times. in SAGE the Weapon Assignment

j Officer must have at his disposal a number of kinds of information to make effec-
tive decisions concerning comitment of weapons to targets. This information
must be timely, accurate, and olete. Some of this information is inserted
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v1,=Mnual card punching in a room which is physically separated end organiza-
.tiolly remote from the Weapons Section of the center. The operators who must
.insert this information have mauy other classes of information to insert and
which are extremely important for various other tasks or functions in the
system. I think it is too much to depend upon administrative directives or
a policing system to see that the crucial information is provided in an accurate
and timely manner. When an operator has several Jobs to do at once he must
choose among them, that is, he will have a subjective priority scheme from which
he will select those that he ought to do first, second, etc. Often this meanS
some things don't get done because of over crowding. What is important here is
that the operator's priority hierarchy conform as nearly as possible to some
hierarchy of' importance which will render maximm system effectiveness. One
of the way to do this is give him data pertaining to the consequlences of his
actions or lack of actions upon certain crucial performance outputs. Because
these decisions have to be made in relation to a large number of items and
through changing circumstances, it does not seem practical to depend solely
.upon rules or supervisory surveillance to accomplish this kind of performance.

I believe motivation regarding the task or goals of the system will become an
Increasingly imortant problem in more automated data processing systems. We
cannot rely solely upon a written or formal statement of the task or goal of
the system to serve as a motivating device. First, because of increasing
specialization and compartmentalization in these system, it becomes difficult
for an individual to place his particular task or job in a context which makes
sense to him. Second, many of the data processing Jobs are .not the most
Sexciting, and when performed day in and day out and month in and month out
become in fact, routine and boring. I guess we don't have to belabor the point
that a highly skilled operator who regards his task as senseless can contribute
s much ok greater degradation to system efficiency than will an unskilled or

new man or the malfunctioning of equipment within the system.

Colex decision making in a data processing environment is, I think, a very
fertile territory for research. Since these complex decisions are often the
most crucial outputs of data processing systems, we need to determine what
characteristics of a data processing environment permit the most effective
decision making on the part of humans.

I have saved Isolation and social motivation until last, because I think the
lat shall become first. I believe that in future system these problems will
assume major proportions. It has already been mentioned that automated systems
tend to compartmontlize operators into very small units. Combined with this
is the degree of attention and lack of mobility which is required to operate
effectively in terms of inputs and outputs with a oomuter. In addition there
W be a seme of lack of control of the environment or, in other vords, that

the cowputer Is rvning things. All of these factors wll make social moti-
vation a mo important problem in future ystems. I believe we do not realize
the extent to Aich we depend upon the reactions of others to derive a sense
of social validation for what we are doing or the appropriateness of this task
or that goal. Also, there sem to be certain minimum conditions necessary for
social interaction. When these conditions are not met, humane will engese In
behaviors or adjustments to restore som minimum of conditions for this
interaction. )Ah of the so called non-task oriented behavior in for

organizations can be subsumed under this type of phenomaO.



VOell, baying outlined am of the kinds of problems which I can see, what can
Ue dam dAt thew? em of these prdbie.. am be remled by system desian.
Oda lIWAule hima esiuering ad system design *Liah takes Into adeount tUS
AuM behavloral InteractiLons in system Operation. Mtsrestingly enouio vhan
Mest qi~liftledampervIsors talk about skilled Operators in the MCI SySm the

"cMOR threato skills dwears to be those which I-Ufolve gettiMgeom the,
liitations of the quipent or the 100AWe prow"n. To the extent that CON
of the"e limitations can be changed these problew an be reseied by s~e

Ime It adms to training, 1 believe the feeling is, paving that no owe training
ps'oee alone in adequate for the highly cagi ad changing training needs
at data processing systems. Training should be designed to acclsh specific

tralixepzpoes.Porsomputposes, traning should besmall scale, that lot
not tielag Vp major eayipment or large portions of a system. if part of the
problem invlves behavioral Interactions emong parts ct a system or smon

imdfl~alsIn the system, then this behayloral intetation should be Included
0 part of the training enviroet or traning system. Tugs suggests that in

e cGem the system training m6de can be qgcalled. to a smaller portion at the
system, pezbwp the Interactions W=n three or forW eftr or at least a
s1m0ll Portion Of a system.

On Use other had there awe training probleos vhich require the participation
at a large portion of the system and the develomt of en extensive training
systeso silation, autemated data collection, etc. There Mpeans to be anf ~Inverse relationship between scope of system to be trained and frequency of
traiting periods. Adptability to changing training problems is facilitated
with the medium or small-scale training prowsm. As system intepastion beacmes[~~ am*e *IcWMMn problem In the 6evelopunt at a pwariuar system, leg s a?.
tranig re" will bern myre 1mportet.
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